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Abstract
This work considers the problem of efﬁciently performing a set of tasks using a network of processors in the setting where the
network is subject to dynamic reconﬁgurations, including partitions andmerges.A key challenge for this setting is the implementation
of dynamic load balancing that reduces the number of tasks that are performed redundantly because of the reconﬁgurations. We
explore new approaches for load balancing in dynamic networks that can be employed by applications using a group communication
service (GCS). The GCS that we consider include a membership service (establishing new groups to reﬂect dynamic changes) but
does not include maintenance of a primary component. For the n-processor, n-task load balancing problem deﬁned in this work, the
following speciﬁc results are obtained. For the case of fully dynamic changes including fragmentation and merges we show that
the termination time of any on-line task assignment algorithm is greater than the termination time of an off-line task assignment
algorithm by a factor greater than n/12.We present a load balancing algorithm that guarantees completion of all tasks in all fragments
caused by partitions with work O(n+ f ·n) in the presence of f fragmentation failures.We develop an effective scheduling strategy
for minimizing the task execution redundancy and we prove that our strategy provides each of the n processors with a schedule of
(n1/3) tasks such that at most one task is performed redundantly by any two processors.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Problem overview
The problem of performing a set of tasks in a decentralized setting where the computing medium is subject to failures
is one of the fundamental problems in distributed computing. This problem has been studied in a variety of settings,
e.g., in shared-memory models [20] and message-passing models [10,8]. In this work we consider this problem in the
partitionable distributed setting where the computation can take advantage of group communication services (GCS)
and where the processors have to perform the tasks efﬁciently even if they have to resort to scheduling the tasks in
isolation due to network partition.
GCS are among the most important examples of distributed system services [6]. GCSs enable processes located
at different nodes of a distributed network to operate collectively as a group; the processes do this by using a
GCS to multicast messages to all members of the group. Solutions based on the group communications approach
have been developed for real-world problems. For example, Isis and Isis-based systems [4] are providing reliable
multicast communication for the New York Stock Exchange where timely and consistent data has to be delivered
and ﬁltered at multiple trading ﬂoor locations, for the Swiss Electronic Bourse where the “trading ﬂoor” has been
completely replaced by a distributed system where the traders and member banks participate in all activities elec-
tronically, and for the new generation of the French Air Trafﬁc Control System where teams of controllers use
clusters of workstations running an air-sector control application that provides high levels of availability and data
consistency.
The basis of a GCS is a group membership service. Each process, at each time, has a unique view of the membership
of the group. The view includes a list of the processes that are members of the group. Views can change from time to
time, and may become different at different processes. Isis introduced the important concept of virtual synchrony [3].
This concept has been interpreted in various ways, but an essential requirement is that processes that proceed together
through two consecutive views deliver the same set of messages between these views. A different concept of view
synchrony was formalized in [13]: here a total order is provided on the messages associated with each view, and each
processor receives a preﬁx of this total order.
For applications involving coherent data in partitionable networks, it is important to know when a process has
a view of the current group membership that is primary—a unique group within which the data can be consis-
tently maintained. Maintaining a primary group is one of the most sophisticated tasks of the GCS, involving im-
plementation of a unique ordered sequence of views. In a dynamic network environment the primary group will
at times include only a portion of the distributed system. Thus in the cases where the computation has to be car-
ried out in the primary group, only a fraction of the computation power of the distributed system is effectively
used. However, there are settings in which any group of processors may meaningfully carry on with the computa-
tion irrespective of any other groups. For example, this is the case when a set of tasks needs to be performed in
a distributed system, where each task admits at-least-once execution semantics, i.e., each task can be performed
one or more times, and when the task is performed more than once the result of any execution is acceptable.
A simple example of this occurs when a collection of print servers is charged with the task of printing a set of re-
ports. In a more dramatic setting suggested in [10], the tasks may consist of shutting a set of valves on a nuclear
reactor.
In this work we investigate a new approach whose goal is to utilize the resources of every component of the system
during the entire computation. We consider the problem in the following setting: a set of tasks must be performed
by a distributed system. The system consists of a collection of processors communicating over a network that may
be subject to failures, e.g., partitions. A processor may also be connected to one or more input/output ports used
by the processor to obtain tasks and to return results (see Fig. 1). Group communication is used to coordinate the
execution of the tasks. External requests for the tasks’ results are submitted via the input/output ports. Once the results
are known, the processors respond. To simplify our presentation, we assume that the set of tasks has already been
submitted. The main point in prescribing such input/output setting is that requests for results might be submitted
externally to any processor. Our focus is on the investigation of effective load balancing schemes that lead to efﬁcient
execution of the set of tasks in such settings. Thus, we suggest a best effort approach, namely, an approach in
which every processor that receives a request for results will eventually be able to respond with the complete set
of results.
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Fig. 1. The distributed system and its input/output setting.
1.2. Our hypothesis
We study the problem of performing a set of tasks reliably and in parallel using multiple processors in the setting
of message-passing processors that are interconnected by a network, which is subject to partitions and merges. We
seek distributed solutions to the problem and we assume that computation is more expensive than communication.
This assumption forces us to seek solutions that are more efﬁcient than the trivial solutions, in which each processor
performs each task. To assess the efﬁciency of solutions we use the complexity measure of work that accounts for each
task performed by the processors including the tasks that are performed redundantly.
Our distributed system model, in addition to the processors and the network, includes a set of input/output ports
accessible to the processors. In this model we enable a client of the required computation to query any processor for
results. This makes it mandatory, even for isolated processors, to be able to provide the results of the computation
regardless of whether any other processors may already have the results. In other words, in this setting it is no longer
sufﬁcient to know that each of the tasks have been performed. It is also necessary for each processor to learn the results.
1.3. Our contributions
In this paper we present the following results.
We show in Section 3 that developing efﬁcient solutions for our model is difﬁcult. For the problem of performing
n tasks on n processors we present a linear (in the number of processors) lower bound for the worst case competitive
ratio of the termination time of any on-line algorithm relative to an off-line algorithm. This competitive ratio is against
the adversary that may cause arbitrary partitions and merges of the original network.We make no speciﬁc assumptions
about the GCS used.
The linear lower bound result suggests that to achieve more efﬁcient load balancing, we need to limit the power of
the adversary. In Section 4 we consider a setting with a restricted adversary that can dynamically cause fragmentation
failures, i.e., partition any existing connected component into two or more smaller components.We present and analyze
an algorithm that relies on a GCS. For this setting our load balancing algorithm for n processors guarantees completion
in all network fragments, and with the total work O(n + f · n) in the presence of any f fragmentation failures. Note
that this result also holds if we consider processor stop-failures since stopped processors can be modeled by isolating
such processors from all other groups of processors.
The linear lower bound for the competitive ratio also shows that an on-line algorithm cannot do much better than the
trivial solution in which every processor behaves as if it is a singleton and executes the entire set of tasks. With this in
mind, in Section 5 we present an effective scheduling strategy for minimizing the task execution redundancy.We prove
that for n processors and n tasks it is possible to schedule(n1/3) tasks for each processor with at most one overlap in
task executions between every two processors. This means that using our algorithm, any two isolated processors can
each perform up to n1/3 tasks such that if the processors are merged into a group after n1/3 such steps, then there is at
most one task that is performed redundantly by the two processors.
1.4. Related work
GCShave become important as building blocks for fault-tolerant distributed systems. Such services enable processors
located in a fault-prone network to operate collectively as a group, using the services to multicast messages to group
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members. Examples of GCS are found in Isis [3], Transis [9], Totem [28], Newtop [11], Relacs [1], Horus [30] and
Ensemble [19]. Examples of recent work dealing with primary groups are [7,21]. An example of an application using
a GCS for load balancing is by Fekete et al. [12]. To evaluate the effectiveness of partitionable GCS, Sussman and
Marzullo [34] proposed a measure (cushion) precipitated by a simple partition-aware application. Babaoglu et al.
[2] study systematic support for partition awareness based on GCS in a wide range of application areas, including
applications that require load balancing. The main focus of the paper is the simplicity of implementing any load
balancing policy within the group membership paradigm rather than the study of balancing policies that lead to good
performance.
Our deﬁnition of work follows that of Dwork et al. [10]. Our fragmentation model of failures creates a setting, within
each fragment, that is similar to the setting in which the network does not fragment but the processors are subject to
crash failures. Performing a set of tasks in such settings is the subject of [5,8,10,14], however the analysis is quite
different when work in all fragments has to be considered.
Our distributed problem has an analogous counterpart in the shared-memory model of computation, called the
collect problem. The collect problem was originally abstracted by Saks et al. [31] (it also appears in Shavit’s thesis
[33]). Although the algorithmic techniques are different, the goal of having all processors to learn a set of values is
similar.
1.5. Document structure
In Section 2 we present the problem and deﬁne our model, measures of efﬁciency and the GCS. A lower bound on
the competitive ratio is presented in Section 3. An algorithm for the fragmentation model is presented and analyzed in
Section 4. Task scheduling algorithms for minimizing redundant work are in Section 5.
2. Problem statement and deﬁnitions
A distributed system consists of n processors (P0, P1, . . . , Pn−1) connected by communication links. Each processor
Pi has a unique identiﬁer. In Section 5 we assume that the identiﬁers are in the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. At any given
time a communication link may be operational or faulty. Faulty communication links can partition the system into
several connected components. The recovery of the links may merge separated connected components into a single
component. Link failures and recoveries trigger group membership activity to establish eventually a group for every
connected component.The groupmembership service is used by the processors in the group to coordinate load balancing
of task execution.
An ordered set T of tasks is to be executed by the distributed system. Each task can be performed one or more times,
i.e., the tasks admit at-least-once execution semantics. Processors receive T from input ports and communicate T to
their group members. (Thus at the start of the computation, T is known to all processors.) For the sake of simplicity
of presentation we assume that the number of tasks in T is exactly n, the number of processors in the system. For
convenience we also let the tasks have unique identiﬁers from the set {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. Our results naturally extend to
any c · n number of tasks (for c > 1) by either creating task groups of c tasks in each group, or considering c instances
of the problem.
2.1. Performance measures
The algorithms that we present in this paper are asynchronous. However, in order to study the performance of an
asynchronous algorithm, we measure properties that are independent of time, and we study time bounds under some
additional assumptions on the timings of the messages that are sent. In this paper we deﬁne a round based measure
of the total work performed by the processors, and we study performance under the assumption that messages are
delivered within time 1.
We deﬁne completion and termination times of a computation.
Deﬁnition 1. Given a set of processors and a set of tasks, the completion time of a computation is the minimal time
at which every task is executed at least once.
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Deﬁnition 2. Given a set of processors and a set of tasks, the termination time of a computation is the time it takes
for every processor to know the task execution results of all the tasks.
From the above deﬁnitions it is easy to see that completion time bounds, from below, the termination time for
any computation. Our performance measures are based on a measure of the number of failures that occur within a
computation. For the algorithm in Section 4 we consider only the fragmentation failures. In this setting, the initial
group of n processors is dynamically partitioned by failures into several fragments. The system begins with the initial
fragment containing all n processors, and each fragmentation failure “splits off” a fragment from an existing fragment.
Deﬁnition 3. For a computation in the fragmentation model that begins with c1 fragments and terminates with c2
fragments deﬁne the number of failures f to be c2 − c1.
Since fragments never merge, the number of fragmentation failures f is at most n−1.Members of distinct fragments,
existing concurrently, cannot communicate, and our model allows for processors in different fragments to terminate
independently. Processors spend their lives communicating and working. We structure the lives of processors in terms
of rounds. During a round, a processor may send a multicast message, receive some messages and perform a task.
Within a speciﬁc fragment, each processor is charged for each round of the computation.
Deﬁnition 4. For a computation that terminates, we deﬁne work to be
∑
1 in Ri , where Ri is the number of rounds
performed by processor Pi .
In this work we do not explicitly deal with processor failures. However, the deﬁnitions apply to, and the complexity
results hold for the model that includes processor stop-failures. A processor that stops is modeled as a processor that
is isolated from all others in a singleton group. Since a stopped processor does no work, it cannot increase the work
complexity.
2.2. A group communication service
We assume a GCS that can be used to communicate information concerning the executed tasks once a new group is
established. Each connected component of the system is an independent group that executes the (remaining) tasks in T
until the group is ready to output the ﬁnal result. During the execution, the GCS is used by the processors to notify each
other of the results of task executions. Upon completion of the entire set of tasks the processors in the group supply the
results to any external clients via the input/output ports.
The GCS that we rely on provides the following basic operations:
GPSND (message): The GPSND primitive lets a processor multicast a message to the members of the current group.
The messages are guaranteed to be delivered unless a group change occurs. Messages are delivered in the same
group they are sent in.
GPRCV (message): The GPRCV primitive enables a processor to receive multicasts from other processors in the current
group view. (However, we do not require that message deliveries are ordered within a view.)
NEWVIEW (〈id, set〉): The NEWVIEW primitive tells a processor that a dynamic change caused a new group to be formed
and it informs the processor of the identiﬁer of the new group and the set of the identiﬁers of the processors in the
group.
The GCS sufﬁcient for our needs is provided by several other existing speciﬁcations (cf. [1,9,30]). Other types of
suitable services include: (a) view-synchrony GCSs that provide a total order on the messages associated with each
group view, and where each processor receives a preﬁx of this total order [13], and (b) virtual synchrony GCSs that
guarantee that processes that proceed together through two consecutive views deliver the same set of messages between
these views [3].
In algorithm speciﬁcation in Section 4 we assume that the GCS is speciﬁed using Input/Output Automata, e.g., as
in [7,13].
In the context of this work, our focus is not on the features provided by GCS, but on the complexity of computation
involving load balancing in the presence of commonly occurring group reconﬁgurations, e.g., group fragmentations
and merges. In particular, in Section 4 we assume that the new views delivered at each processor are consistent with
some partition of the previous group.
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3. Competitive ratio for dynamic networks
In a fully dynamic network the system is subject to splits and merges, and the performance of the system may
be drastically inﬂuenced by the exact pattern of such dynamic changes. A classical approach for evaluating an algo-
rithm under such uncertain conditions is the competitive analysis proposed by Sleator and Tarjan in [32]. Speciﬁcally,
consider an optimal (off-line) load balancing algorithm O that knows in advance the exact pattern p of dynamic
changes. In other words, p is an input for O. The algorithm O has an advantage compared to any on-line algorithm A,
which does not know p, since it may assign tasks to processors based on the future merges or splits. Let T be a
set of tasks to be performed. If by P(A, T , p) we denote the performance measure of A on input T under pattern
p, and by P(O, T , p) we denote the performance measure of O on input T , p under pattern p, then the competi-
tive ratio of A with respect to O is maxT,p(P (A, T , p)/P (O, T , p)). The competitive ratio is never lower than 1
since in the best case the on-line algorithm performs as well as the off-line algorithm. The non-existence of any
on-line algorithm with low competitive ratio would mean that on-line algorithms cannot perform well compared to
off-line algorithms; in other words, the knowledge of the pattern of dynamic changes would be fundamental for good
performance.
In this section we study the competitive ratio for the assignment problem of n tasks. The choice of the dynamic
changes is a major parameter in computing a lower bound for the competitive ratio. For example under the assumption
that the system is connected during the entire execution, there exists an optimal on-line (and an off-line) algorithm
with completion and termination time 1. In this algorithm each processor, Pi , executes the ith task ﬁrst and reports the
result to the other processors. In the other extreme when the system consists of n singletons, there exists an optimal
on-line (and off-line) algorithm with completion time 1 and termination time n. In this algorithm each processor, Pi ,
ﬁrst executes the ith task (thus the completion time is 1) and then the rest of the tasks (say by the order of their indices).
The optimality of the above algorithms is due to the fact that any off-line algorithm does not perform better under the
same partition pattern.
Next we present a lower bound for the worst case ratio of the termination time of an on-line task assignment
algorithm versus the termination time of an off-line task assignment algorithm. Before we present the lower bound let
us remark that it is easy to achieve completion time 1 when the number of the processors that participate is equal to
the number of tasks. Completion time 1 is achieved by every algorithm in which each processor, Pi , executes the ith
task ﬁrst.
Theorem 5. There exists a group split and merge pattern for which the termination time of any on-line task assignment
algorithm is greater than the termination time of an off-line task assignment algorithm by a factor greater than n/12.
Proof. Without loss of generality we show the lower bound for the synchronous setting, and we also assume that n is
divisible by 4. In the beginning the system is fully connected and the information concerning the tasks to be executed
is sent to every processor. Then the processor set is partitioned into four groups, G1,G2,G3,G4, with equal number
of processors in each group. This partition is done before any of the results of the task execution is exchanged by the
processors. In the execution, two pairs of groups will be merged (Gx with Gy and Gu with Gv) after the processors
complete two rounds, without identifying their indices. 4 Following this, immediately after the groups are combined
and the information concerning the task executed is exchanged, the groups will be separated into singletons.
Note ﬁrst that the off-line algorithm can terminate by the end of the group merge, since the identities of the groups
to be merged are known to the off-line algorithm. Speciﬁcally and without loss of generality, if the off-line algorithm
knows that G1 will be merged with G2, the processors in G1 may execute the tasks 1 · · · n/4 in round 1 and then tasks
n/2 + 1 · · · 3n/4 in round 2, while the processors in G2 execute the tasks n/4 + 1 · · · n/2 in round 1 and then tasks
3n/4 + 1 · · · n in round 2. Once G1 and G2 merge and exchange the execution results, the processors in G1 and G2
may terminate. A similar argument holds for G3 and G4.
We now analyze the on-line algorithm. Let Ti , 1 i4 be the set of tasks executed by Gi just before the merging
occurs, and let m be the cardinality of the largest intersection of the tasks executed by G1 and another group G,
4 Note that in reality the processors that execute the on-line algorithm do not know the partition pattern of the system nor the future dynamic
changes. However, we are interested in lower bounds for the competitive ratio, thus if we give a partial knowledge to the processors and still conclude
a long termination time then we achieve our goal.
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24, i.e., m = max24{|T1 ∩ T|}. Then the merger of any two groups Gi,Gj that does not include G1 will
yield a group that has at least n/2 − 2m tasks to execute, i.e., the tasks of T1 that are not included in the tasks of Ti
and Tj (note that at most 2m tasks of T1 are included in Ti ∪ Tj , i.e., at most m for each group). This means that each
processor in Gi ∪ Gj will require at least n/2 − 2m steps to terminate after the groups are separated. By merging
G1 with a group Gk such that |T1 ∩ Tk| = m, each processor of G1 ∪ Gk will require m steps to terminate after
the groups are separated. Thus, the number of steps required for the termination of the on-line algorithm is at least
max(m, n/2 − 2m) + 2. The best value for m is obtained from the equation m = n/2 − 2m. Thus, m = n/6, which
yields termination in at least n/6+2 steps. Given that the off-line algorithm terminates in 2 steps, the competitive ratio
is at least (n/6 + 2)/2 = n/12 + 1 = (n). 
The linear ratio in Theorem 5 shows that an on-line algorithm cannot do much better than a trivial solution in which
every processor behaves as if it is a singleton group and executes the entire set of tasks.With this in mind, we present in
the next two sections ﬁrst a scheduling algorithm for network fragmentation failures, and then a scheduling algorithm
that minimizes redundant task executions even if processors may have to work initially in isolation from one another
and then subsequently be merged into larger groups.
4. Load balancing and fragmentations
We now consider the setting with fragmentation failures and present a strategy for efﬁcient task scheduling.
We present this in terms of the algorithm that relies on a GCS. We call it algorithm AF. The basic idea of the al-
gorithm is that each processor performs (remaining) tasks according to a permutation until it learns that all tasks have
been performed. The permutations are established by a global load balancing rule when there are no fragmentation
failures. A processor performs tasks according to an arbitrary local rule when fragmentations do occur. We state the
algorithm as a protocol that uses the GCS described in Section 2.2.
4.1. Task allocation
The set T of the initial tasks is known to all processors. During the execution each processor maintains a set D of tasks
known locally as already done by all processors (the set D may be an underestimate of the set of tasks done globally),
a local set R of the corresponding results, and the set G of processors in the current group. The processors allocate
tasks based on the shared knowledge of the processors in G about the tasks done. For a processor with identiﬁer i, let
k be the rank of i in G sorted in ascending order, and let U be the set of tasks that remain to be performed based on i’s
knowledge. Our load balancing rule is that processor i performs the task whose rank is k mod |U |, in U sorted by task
identiﬁer, where we assume that ranks start from 0.
4.2. Algorithm structure
The algorithm code is given in Fig. 2 using I/O automata notation [23]. The algorithm uses the GCS to structure its
computation in terms of rounds numbered sequentially within each group view.
Rounds numbered 0 correspond to group reconﬁgurations. If a fragmentation occurs, the processor receives the new
set of members from the group membership service. The processor performs one task among those it believes are not
done, and starts the next round.At the beginning of each round, denoted by a round number Rnd, each processor knows
G, the local set D of tasks already done, and the set R of the results. In each round (Rnd > 0), each processor reports
D and R to the members of G, collects such reports from other processors, updates D and R, and performs one task
according to the load balancing rule.
For generality, we assume that multicast messages may be delivered out of order with respect to the rounds. The set
of messages within the current view is saved in the local variable M. The saved messages are also used to determine
when all messages for a given round have been received. Processing continues until each member of G knows all
results.
When requests for computation results arrive from a port q, each processor keeps track of this in a local variable
requests, and, when all results are known, sends the results to the port.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm AF.
4.3. Analysis of algorithm AF
We now determine the worst-case work of the algorithm as a function of the initial number of processors n (we are
assuming that initially there is a single task per processor), and of the number of fragmentation failures f. We assume
that a failure causes no more than one new view to be installed at each member of the group that fragments. We start
by showing algorithm termination.
Lemma 6. In algorithm AF, each processor terminates having performed O(n) tasks and executing O(n) rounds.
Proof. Since each processor keeps track of tasks performed in variable D, it never performs more than n tasks. In each
round without view changes, each processor performs at least one task that it does not have the results for. Since no
processor performs the same task twice, there are at most n such rounds.
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Additional rounds may be executed due to fragmentations. Even if a particular processor has all the results, it must
ensure that all members of the new group know the results. 5 Since there are at most n− 1 fragmentations, the number
of iterations attributable to view changes is also bounded by n. 
We deﬁne complete rounds for a view v to be the rounds during which all processors in v.set are allocated to tasks in
the effect of the GPRCV actions. Recall that U is a local (derived) variable of a processor that stands for the local estimate
of the number of remaining “undone” tasks. We use the convention that Ui stands for the variable U at processor i.
Lemma 7 shows that in all complete rounds the loads of processors are balanced.
Lemma 7 (Load balancing). In algorithm AF, for each view v, in each round Rnd > 0, whenever processor i is
assigned to a task in the effects of the GPRCV action, (1) for any processor j that is assigned to a task in the same round,
Ui = Uj , and (2) no more than |v.set |/|Ui | processors are allocated to any task.
Proof. Part (1) follows from the deﬁnition of U and by observing that in the action GPRCV a processor is allocated to
a task only upon receiving messages from all members of v. Part (2) then follows from the load balancing rule. 
Lemma 8. In algorithm AF, any processor is a member of at most f + 1 views during the computation.
Proof. Each fragmentation failure causes each processor to become a member of at most one new view. (It is possible
for all processors in an existing view to successfully terminate, even if the GCS installs subsequent views.) There are
at most f such views. Additionally, all processors participate in the initial view, making the total number of views for
each processor to be at most f + 1. 
We call the last round of any view, whether complete or not, the ﬁnal round of the view.
Lemma 9. The work of algorithm AF in all zero-numbered and ﬁnal rounds of all views v installed during the compu-
tation is O(n + f · n).
Proof. By Lemma 8 any processor participates in at most f + 1 views during the computation. Since there are n
processors, the work in the zero-numbered and ﬁnal rounds is O(n + f · n). 
Lemma 10. In algorithmAF, in each view v there can be at most one non-ﬁnal completed round such that if a processor
i is assigned to tasks in the effects of the GPRCV action, then |Ui | < |v.set |.
Proof. Assume round r is the ﬁrst such completed round. If |Ui | = 0 then all processors terminate (i.e., set Phase
to stop) and there are no subsequent rounds in the view, thus round r is the ﬁnal round in v. Else if |Ui | 	= 0 and
|Ui | < |v.set | then all remaining tasks are performed in this round. Hence whether or not the round r +1 is completed,
it is the ﬁnal round in v. 
Lemma 11. In algorithm AF, the total work in all views v during non-ﬁnal completed rounds with |Ui | < |v.set | is
O(n + f · n).
Proof. Since each view has at most one non-ﬁnal completed round (Lemma 10), and at most n processors
complete such rounds in any view, and since each processor is a member of at most f + 1 views, the total work
is O(n + f · n). 
Lemma 12. In algorithmAF, the totalwork in all views v during completed rounds r with |U(r)i | |v.set | isO(n+f ·n).
Proof. Consider a view v. By Lemma 7, each processor is assigned to at most one task in any completed round in this
view. LetUv be any of theUi computed in the ﬁrst such completed round. Then there can be nomore than 
|Uv|/|v.set |
5 In the fragmentation failure model this scenario does not occur for the virtually synchronous GCS. We give this lemma here in the form suited
for weaker GCS for generality.
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rounds r with |U(r)i | |v.set |. The work in such rounds in any view v is thus O(
|Uv|/|v.set | · |v.set |) = O(|Uv|) =
O(n). Since there are at most f + 1 different views, the total work is O(n) · (f + 1) = O(n + f · n). 
Now the main complexity result and its tightness.
Theorem 13. The termination work of the algorithm is O(n + f · n).
Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 9, 11 and 12. 
Theorem 14. The termination work of the algorithm is (n + f · n).
Proof. For any fragmentation pattern with f fragments that immediately follows the initial view, there are f + 1
groups. The processors in each of these groups perform no fewer than n tasks. 
It is also interesting to note that there are small dynamic fragmentation patterns that leave almost all processors
connected in a large group that nevertheless accounts for most work. A lower bound of (n + p logp/ log logp)
[16,20] is known for any p-processor algorithm that performs n tasks. In the proof of Theorem 15 we use the arguments
from [16,20].
Theorem 15. There is a fragmentation pattern with f = log n/ log log n such that the largest group has at least
n − n/ log log n = (n) processors at all times and has termination work of (n log n/ log log n).
Proof. The adversary that leads to this result is speciﬁed as follows. In the largest current group, the adversary
precomputes the pattern of assignments of processors to tasks in the group. It then allows the processors to perform
the tasks and subsequently splits off into a separate group the processors that were assigned to some arbitrary u/ log n
tasks, where u is the number of remaining tasks (for the initial group, u is n). In [16,20] it is shown that this strategy can
be continued for log n/ log log n steps, thus causing f = log n/ log log n fragmentations. Under these circumstances,
the largest group still contains at least n−n/ log log n = (n) processors. Thus the work performed by the processors
that complete all tasks in the largest group is (n log n/ log log n). 
5. Low redundancy task scheduling
In this section we consider a fully dynamic network where both fragmentations and merges are possible. Our goal
is to produce a scheduling strategy that avoids redundant task executions in scenarios where there are periods in which
processors work in isolation and then are merged into larger groups. In particular, we seek solutions where the isolated
processors can execute tasks independently for as long as possible such that when any two processors are merged into
a larger group, the number of tasks they have both executed is as small as possible.
Deﬁnition 16. For a set of p processors {P0, . . . , Pp−1} and a set of n tasks {T0, . . . , Tn−1}, where pn, a scheduling
scheme S is called [, ]-redundant if it provides each processor Pi with a sequence of  tasks si = Ti1 , . . . , Ti such
that for any si and sj (i 	= j),
|{q : Tq in si} ∩ {r : Tr in sj }|.
It is easy to avoid redundant task executions among the tasks performed ﬁrst by any processor. One possibility is
to begin with an initial step in which each processor, Pi , executes the ith task. This initial step does not introduce any
overlaps in task execution. Clearly, in the second step we cannot avoid executing tasks that have been already executed.
This means that there will always be pairs of processors such that at least one task would have been executed by both.
Surprisingly, it is possible to make task scheduling decisions for a substantial number of steps such that for any pair of
processors, there is at most one task that is executed by both.
We now present a simple scheduling strategy that starts with the initial scheduling step we described above
(i.e., processor Pi executes task i). In this scheme, a processor Pi is using a schedule si = Ti1 , . . . , Tij , . . ., where Tij
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Fig. 3. Scheduling tasks with one overlap.
is the task number ij = (kj + i)mod n, for parameters kj to be determined. Thus, the scheme is fully deﬁned by the
values of kj , where 1jn. Note that by the choice of the initial step we already ﬁxed k1 to be zero.
Next, we suggest a way to determine the values of kj , 2jn.
The ﬁrst scheme we present, called the logarithmic scheme, guarantees that there is at most one overlap. This scheme
uses kj = 2j−1 − 1 for every j such that 2j
log n.
Theorem 17. The logarithmic scheme is [(log n), 1]-redundant.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that two processors Px and Py execute two tasks Tu and Tv . Assume, without
loss of generality, that y > x. Note that by symmetry arguments wemay assume that y−x < n/2 and thatPx isP1. The
indices, u and v, of the tasks Tu and Tv are chosen by Px and Py , thus u = x+2z1 = y+2z2 and v = x+2z3 = y+2z4 .
Since u 	= v and x 	= y, we have that z1 	= z2, z1 	= z3, z3 	= z4 and z2 	= z4. But y − x = 2z1 − 2z2 = 2z3 − 2z4 , and
this is impossible. 
It turns out that the number of tasks that can be executed while at most one task execution overlaps is greater than
(log n). In Fig. 3 we present a scheme, called the cubic root scheme, that provides schedules of (n1/3) tasks for
the processors with only one overlap. An important observation used for the design of our algorithm is the following
observation: to guarantee at most one overlap, the difference between every kx and ky must be distinct.
Theorem 18. If and only if the difference between every kx and ky is distinct then the number of overlaps is at
most one.
Proof. Assume there are kx , ky and ku, kv (where ky may be equal to ku, kx 	= ky , ky 	= kv , and kx 	= ku) such that
ky − kx = kv − ku (and thus kv − ky = ku − kx). Consider processors Pj and Pj+(kv−ky). According to the cubic
root scheme, at some step t1 processor Pj performs the task number (kt1 + j)mod n, and at some step t2 processor
Pj+(kv−ky) performs the task number (kt2 +j +(kv −ky))mod n. First, choosing t1 = u, processorPj performs the task
number (ku + j)mod n. Choosing t2 = x, processor Pj+(kv−ky) performs the task number (kx + j + (kv − ky))mod n
= (kx + j + ku − kx)mod n = (ku + j)mod n, i.e., the same task as Pj at step u. Next, choosing t1 = v, processor
Pj performs the task number (kv + j)mod n. Choosing t2 = y, processor Pj+(kv−ky) performs the task number
(ky +j +(kv−ky))mod n = (kv+j)mod n, i.e., the same task asPj at step v (and distinct from the task (ku+j)mod n).
On the other hand if two processors Pj and Pj+z have two identical tasks to execute then it holds that ky − kx =
(ky + z) − (kx + z) = kv − ku. 
In general, to guarantee at most l overlaps the number of pairs, kx , ky , with the same difference should be no more
than l − 1.
Theorem 19. The cubic root scheme is [(n1/3), 1]-redundant.
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Proof. Let Ui be the set of possible kj values that are candidates to be chosenwhile obeying the one overlap requirement
after k1, k2, . . . , ki are chosen. Initially U0 is the set of values {0, 1, . . . , h = 
(n − 1)/2}. Note that our algorithm
chooses kj values that are smaller than n/2.
After scheduling the ﬁrst task (the one determined by k1 = 0), 0 is not included in U1 since it was used.After choosing
k2 = 1, the values in U2 are 3 · · ·h. The index 1 is excluded from U1 because it is used. The index 2 is excluded because
it is at a distance one (the distance one is in D2) from a member of K2 (see Fig. 3 for the deﬁnitions of D2 and K2). We
can see that the number of members in Uj can be computed as a function ofKj−1. That is, when an element kj is added
to Kj−1, the number of elements in Uj−1 is decremented by at most 1+ 2+ · · · + |Kj−1| + 1. The ﬁrst member that is
removed from Uj−1 is kj + (k2 − k1), the second and third elements are kj + (k3 − k1) and kj + (k3 − k2). The fourth,
ﬁfth and sixth elements that are removed from Uj−1 are kj + (k4 − k1), kj + (k4 − k2) and kj + (k4 − k3); continuing
the same way we obtain the sum 1+2+· · ·+ (|Kj−1|−1). The next additional 1 is due to kj itself. Hence, the number
of members that are removed from Uj−1 following the choice of kj is 1+2+· · ·+ (j −2)+1 = (j −1)(j −2)/2+1.
We have to make sure that no kj value that is greater than h is counted in the above sum.We claim that any choice of a
kj value that is smaller than {
h/2} does not introduce a distance greater than {
h/2} and therefore no value greater
than h is removed.
The total number of elements that are removed from U0 is l=jl=1(l−1)(l−2)/2+1 < j3.We note that the algorithm
must remove every value from the range {0, 1, . . . , 
h/2} before a situation in which no value smaller than h is found.
The reason is that a distance greater than h/2 is not introduced when choosing a value that is less than h/2.
The proof is completed by using Theorem 18 the fact that h/2 is O(n) and the fact that in our construction every two
elements in Kj are in distinct distance. 
The schemes presented in this section allow the processors to schedule tasks in isolation. This is the case when the
processors ﬁnd themselves in singleton groups. We now suggest a way to use the scheme when groups are merged or
when larger groups are formed initially. Processors within a group identify the overlapping task executions and agree
which is the single processor within the group that executes each such task. The processors will continue to execute the
tasks in their (“singleton”) schedule that are not executed by other processors in the group. Thus, in case the system is
partitioned into singletons, at most one overlap between every two processors is achieved for (n1/3) steps and still
no redundant task execution exists within a group.
6. Concluding remarks
We considered the problem of dynamic load balancing in networks subject to reconﬁgurations, andwe have presented
three new directions in the investigation of load balancing with group communication. First, we have shown that in
the presence of fully dynamic changes no on-line algorithm can do much better than the trivial solution in which
every processor behaves as if it is a singleton and executes all tasks. This led us to examine the last two scenarios. For
fragmentation failures we presented an algorithm that guarantees completion with total work O(n + f · n), where f
is the number of fragmentation failures. Finally, for the case of fully dynamic reconﬁgurationswe presented a scheduling
strategy for minimizing the task execution redundancy between processors that can schedule (n1/3) tasks with at
most one overlap of task execution for any two processors.
This paper provided motivation for two follow-on research directions. The ﬁrst deals with efﬁcient cooperative
computing in group-oriented settings where the underlying network may be subject to fragmentation, merges, and
other types of reconﬁgurations. Recommended readings include [18,17]. A complete treatment of this and closely
related topics can be found in Georgiou’s thesis [15]. The second direction deals with the ability of processors to
cooperate by means of schedules during the prolonged periods of absence of communication. The results in this area
show an interesting connection between the block design theory and distributed scheduling and we refer the interested
reader to the works [25–27,29]. For a complete exposition, see also Malewicz’s thesis [24].
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